
Here are some of my thoughts on the topic of death: 

-          We cannot talk about death without talking about life. Both are very interconnected and 

related. In a lot of time life becomes meaningful when we experience death; where we realize 

that we are mortal and that life is too short so we need to change. 

-          Most people don’t like to talk about death because we refuse to acknowledge our 

mortality. Human beings are obsessed with controlling everything around them, we always 

want to explain everything things around us and death prevent us from doing so. Death is 

uncertain, we never know when we are going to die/who will die and event if we know and 

have a timeline we don’t have any control over it. This makes us feel helpless, powerless and 

devastated. I had to experience the topic of death throughout my life but I was effected the 

most by it when I lost a soul-mate. Losing my friend shacked my whole understanding of the 

world, my surroundings and myself. 

-          Death forces people to rethink everything they stand for. Death shakes our perception of 

the world. Death challenges humans who are still alive on a daily basis. The challenge is 

deciding how we want to live our lives, what choices we want to make and what causes we 

want to commit to. 

-          Death becomes about the people who are still alive and not who died. The people who 

are still alive will be constantly struggling in understating what happened, they will be 

constantly wondering where their beloved went and how they are doing. What I also mean 

here is that people who are still alive are the ones who will be constantly looking for answers, 

giving meaning to things and searching for connections and interpretations. 

-          One of the hardest things about death and especially losing people who we love is the 

idea of separation. Being separated from people who we love is usually very hard and 

devastating and with death it feels like we are going to be separated from our beloved(s) 

forever- and this idea makes people go insane- it definitely devastates me the most. Not being 

able to see them (the dead) physically and not being able to interact with them is very hard.  

-  Death forces human beings to deal with a lot of their insecurities and weaknesses. Death 

forces people to explore dark territories within themselves- territories they usually tend 

to avoid.  

 


